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Cautionary Statement

The following presentation includes forward-looking statements. These statements relate to future events, such as anticipated revenues, earnings, business strategies,
competitive position or other aspects of our operations, operating results or the industries or markets in which we operate or participate in general. Actual outcomes and
results may differ materially from what is expressed or forecast in such forward-looking statements. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and
involve certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that may prove to be incorrect and are difficult to predict such as oil and gas prices; operational hazards and drilling
risks; potential failure to achieve, and potential delays in achieving expected reserves or production levels from existing and future oil and gas development projects;
unsuccessful exploratory activities; unexpected cost increases or technical difficulties in constructing, maintaining or modifying company facilities; international monetary
conditions and exchange controls; potential liability for remedial actions under existing or future environmental regulations or from pending or future litigation; limited
access to capital or significantly higher cost of capital related to illiquidity or uncertainty in the domestic or international financial markets; general domestic and
international economic and political conditions, as well as changes in tax, environmental and other laws applicable to ConocoPhillips’ business and other economic,
business, competitive and/or regulatory factors affecting ConocoPhillips’ business generally as set forth in ConocoPhillips’ filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). We caution you not to place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements, which are only as of the date of this presentation or as otherwise
indicated, and we expressly disclaim any responsibility for updating such information.

Use of non-GAAP financial information – This presentation may include non-GAAP financial measures, which help facilitate comparison of company operating performance
across periods and with peer companies. Any non-GAAP measures included herein will be accompanied by a reconciliation to the nearest corresponding GAAP measure on
our website at www.conocophillips.com/nongaap.

Cautionary Note to U.S. Investors – The SEC permits oil and gas companies, in their filings with the SEC, to disclose only proved, probable and possible reserves. We use the
term "resource" in this presentation that the SEC’s guidelines prohibit us from including in filings with the SEC. U.S. investors are urged to consider closely the oil and gas
disclosures in our Form 10-K and other reports and filings with the SEC. Copies are available from the SEC and from the ConocoPhillips website.
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Agenda

• External Context
• United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris 

Meeting December 2015 – Summary & Implications

• Carbon Asset Risk Update
• IHS Energy Study – ‘Carbon Bubble Dialogue’
• ConocoPhillips Approach & Performance
• External Engagement

• Methane Update
• External Engagement – Methane Initiatives
• Our Views on Methane Regulations
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External Context
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Summary of Paris UNFCCC Meeting – December 2015
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• New global emission reduction framework agreed to start in 2020
• 186 countries, representing 95% of global GHG emissions, submitted 

voluntary ‘Intended Nationally Determined Contributions’ (INDC’s)
• INDC’s represent 50% of effort needed to achieve trajectory to goal of 

‘well below 2oC’
• Gap to be closed by pledge system, reviewed every five years
• First review to be held in 2018 – 2 years before agreement starts
• Work continues on the detail of the agreement:

• Financing of developing countries’ mitigation and adaption by developed countries
• Carbon markets as a strategy for reducing emissions 

• Non-Party stakeholders invited to scale-up actions – increasing role for the 
private sector?



Post-Paris Implications for our Industry

• Short term: 
• Developed nations have put most regulations in place to deliver proposed INDC’s.

• Medium term: 
• Can expect increasing pressure (and cost) with each 5-year review.
• Natural gas may push out higher-carbon coal in power generation (dependent on 

level of renewables support).

• Long term: 
• Signal to the market that carbon will be constrained.

• Underlines the benefit of low cost production
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Carbon Asset Risk
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Carbon Asset Risk – Engagement: IHS – Carbon Bubble Dialogue

• Jan 11, 2015 IHS Energy op-ed published in the Wall Street Journal 
• ‘The Myth of the Carbon Investment Bubble’ 

• The article rejected central tenet of the Carbon Bubble thesis:
• That oil and gas companies are overvalued.

• IHS Energy initiated study to enable industry to better understand & respond.

• The study covered:
• The Divestment Movement

• Stakeholder Interviews

• Company Valuation analysis

• Company responses to Climate Change

• Energy Transition
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Carbon Asset Risk - IHS Carbon Bubble Dialogue – Summary of Findings

• Most large investor organizations have not divested 
• Of 150 organizations pledged to divest, 98% focused on coal rather than oil and gas.

• Social media discussion attracted general interest due to ‘mainstreaming’ among 
news media

• Stakeholders demanding more information from industry on carbon asset risk

• Some investors likely to ask about diversification strategies due to low price 
environment

• Rising emission intensities and reduced renewables investments prompting some 
to ask for more evidence of emission reduction progress

• Forecasts predict that the energy transition will be slow 
• Oil & gas will still meet roughly half of global energy needs in 2040 even in 2o C scenarios.
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Carbon Asset Risk – ConocoPhillips Strategy and Action

• Setting Strategy
• Developed carbon strategy

• Scenario planning  & monitoring process

• Stress testing of portfolio against extreme scenario outcomes

• Taking Action
• Corporate and business unit Climate Change Action Plans

• Greenhouse gas reduction target

• Greenhouse gas reduction projects

• Technology investments and energy efficiency improvements

• Marginal abatement cost curve



Carbon Asset Risk – ConocoPhillips Disclosure and Engagement

• Evolving Disclosure
• Climate Change Position Statement

• Carbon Asset Risk section

• CDP submission

• Annual review of 10-K disclosures

• Engaging Externally
• Socially Responsible Investor meetings and dialogue

• Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility (ICCR)

• Presbyterian Symposium on ‘Faithful Alternatives to Fossil Fuel Divestment’

• Monitoring through IPIECA 

• Reviewing regulations
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Carbon Asset Risk - Peer Analysis of Publicly Available Information
Strategy Action Performance Engagement

Process Description GHG Target Internal Price on 
Carbon

Describe GHG 
Reduction Projects

Report Emission 
Reductions Progress

Description of
Engagement

Anadarko CDP CDP

Apache

BG Group

BP

Chevron

ConocoPhillips

Devon CDP CDP

ExxonMobil

Occidental CDP CDP

Shell

Total
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• IHS Study: “ConocoPhillips considered to have most robust scenario process”
Source: COP Analysis



Carbon Asset Risk - Summary

• Interest in climate change risk is not diminishing

• COP is addressing these risks through:
• Strategy, Action, Performance and Engagement

• Disclosure is continually evolving

• COP continues to engage on Carbon Asset Risk with interested 
stakeholders
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Methane Update
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External Engagement – Voluntary Methane Initiatives

• Criteria for membership
• Focuses on cost-effective emission reductions and best practice sharing
• Coordinates with new and emerging regulations
• Allows flexible implementation boundaries
• Places appropriate demands on personnel, time and travel
• Maximizes flexibility for participants

• Initiatives joined
• EPA Natural Gas Star – Domestic (2000) & International (2006)
• EPA Global Methane Initiative (2004)

• Initiatives monitored through IPIECA
• Oil & Gas Methane Partnership established by Climate & Clean Air Coalition
• Oil & Gas Climate Initiative established by World Economic Forum
• Our Nation’s Energy (ONE) Future Coalition
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http://www.ipieca.org/


ConocoPhillips’ views on Methane Regulations

• We support reducing methane losses throughout our operations 
• it has been our focus for development of new facilities as well as maintenance of existing facilities

• Where economically viable, practical and safe, releases of methane should be 
captured and recovered, otherwise, if possible, methane releases should be 
combusted

• Support the extended regulation of Volatile Organic Compounds rather than 
including methane for new and modified sources

• VOC emissions represent a higher intensity value than methane emissions.
• Methane emissions have declined although oil and gas production has increased.
• Most reductions due to industry’s voluntary efforts with no regulatory drivers
• Prefer voluntary approach to methane emissions allowing companies to prioritize emission reduction 

projects

• Proposed regulations appear to not allow flexibility for engineered 
controls and the scope appears extremely broad
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Methane Summary

• There are a growing number of methane initiatives.

• We review each initiative carefully against our criteria.

• Where we choose not to join an initiative, we leverage trade 
association membership to monitor progress.

• We support the continuing voluntary reduction of methane emissions
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